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About This Game

"Z'code is a First-Person Mech Fighting game in VR. Players need to control their own combat armor to complete a series of
combat missions.

Operation:
The game uses the cockpit perspective, the player plays the rack driver to operate the huge war machine to carry on the battle

with the enemy;

Skills:
Destroying the enemy will get you energy. After getting the energy, the player can release the power of brilliant skills with great

effects;

Items:
Killing the enemy may drop items players can pick up to gain additional effects, such as increasing the maximum bullets,

invincibility, damage reduction, more blood, more points and integral percentage."
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Title: Z`code (VR for HTC Vive)
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Shenzhen Weilaishijie Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Shenzhen Weilaishijie Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win7 SP1 or higher.

Processor: CPU Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 or more;

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or more;

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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This game deserved to be recommended.

From the beginning to the end. This game contains much adult humor and has more playtime then some of the "triple A" titles.
This game is just great.

I could say much more but then i would possible spoiling you. So if you like the trailer and just read the reviews to see if it
"worth it or not". Then give it a try!

The only thing you are risking with this game, is having a great time.

(and sorry for my english). There are loads and loads of Angry Birds clones out there, flapping about in the wild. Piggy Princess
is one of the better ones. Perfectly servicable entry to the chuck-a-random-animal-at-a-goal-of-somesort genre. The sound
effects and music are annoying and there's an irritating zoom in when placing items, but apart from that it's a decent game. It's
unlikely to blow your mind, but it's a fun little way to spend the odd five minutes or so.. Drop alive is a sweet game but also a
little bit difficult. You play a drop, yes, a drop. And as a drop you have to think about which properties you have, f.e. you don't
like sponges but you like other drops, which make you bigger. Thinking about this, you have to deal with different problems in
levels in a jump and run style. Meanwhile you have to think fast, or you die. You may not make any mistake, or you die. This
game doesn't forgive. Usually, I really hate such games. I can't tell why it isn't like this in case of drop alive but I did a level
sometimes 50 times. It is great and I just couldn't stop playing it.. I bought this solely for Armin's exposed chest and thighs.
Would have been better if his outfit were more like Eren's, but I'll take all the Armin fanservice I can get. Also would have been
better if I were able to just buy the Armin one. The blue and yellow goes nicely with Armin's eyes and hair, and the patterns on
the jacket look like waves for a nice ocean motif. Very aesthetically pleasing. Also, you can look up his skirt thing. Overall a
very good use of $8.99.. Good, although you can get a free version on great british railworks that also comes with 377 reskins
and is compatible with the ap soundpack. If you cannot handle installing a reskin, go ahead and buy it. It might just be worth 3
pounds.
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Symantec points out EisenbahnNow.exe as infected. Trojan.Gen9 and Heur.AdvML.B.

Not good :-(. Horrible, I have no idea what to do, and I died and had to restart completley because I hit something with my
crowbar.... Tactical genital poking.

10\/10

Looking forward to online multiplayer.. Very relaxing game. The music and sound are nice too.. A short choose-your-own-
adventure type game with a interesting art style.

Pros:
Art direction and graphics are good for what they are
Story is decent - new aspects found after more playthroughs

Cons:
Very short
No strong desire to complete multiple playthroughs to see different outcomes
Some story arcs don't make the most sense and seem contrived. Possible spoiler: Poisonous gas magically formed in a cave with
previous life in it and killed part of my party? WTF?

Overall: The game is too short and simple to be worth the $14.99 asking price. The price for the deluxe edition would be crazy.
Pick it up if it's half price or less. Otherwise, watch a let's play on youtube and you'll quickly see more money would be a waste.

Grade: C-
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